RESOLUTION
t7-12-t8
This House:

stongly condemns the atrocities that continue to be cornmitted agaimt iuroccnt
Kashmirs by Indian occupation forces in Indian Occupied Jammu and Kashmir,
including the brutal killings

of

14 persons

in Pulwama, indiscriminate shooting,

inhumane treatment and beating causing injuries

to over 300 protestors, gross

human rights violations and restrictions on freedom of expression including mass

and social media restrictions in lndian Occupied Kashmir (IoK) to ensurc
blackout;

This House salutes and expresses complete solidarity with, the bruve people of
lndian Occupied Jammu and Kashmir in their popular, spontaneous and peaceful
protests against the illegal occupation by India and killing ofinnocent Kashmiris;

This House reiterates contiruing political, moral and diplomatic support for this
just struggle;

This House stresses that these blatant violations of internal law cannot deter
valiant, oppressed people of Indian Jammu and Kashmir from contiluing to press
thcir dcmand for realization oftheir right to sclf-detemination, which is enshrined
in numerous Uniled Nations Security Council Resolutions;

This House reiterates that Jammu and Kashmir is the core dispute

between

Pakistan and India and its resolution is indispensible for realization of dream for
peace and stability in South Asia;

This House welcomes the statement of OIC condemning the grave atocities
committed by the Indian occupied forccs in lndian occupied Kashmir and urging
thc OIC to send a Fact Finding Mission to [ndian occupied Kashmir including the

recent conference held in Iran in beginning

of this month and

attended by the

Honourable Speaker of the National Assembly of Islamic Republic of Pakistan
along with other parliamentarians and also attended by Speakers ofRussia, China,

Turkey, lran and Afghanistan, where the Kashmir resolution was unanimously
urged upon and for its implementation;
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This House calls upon the Government of India:

To bring in immediate end to all violations

of

human rights ofpeople in Indian

Occupied Kashmir and acls of state rerrorism:

.
.

Lift all restrictions on media and stop intimidation and harassment ofjoumalists;
implement

LlN Security Council

Resolutions promising the

dght of

self-

detennination to people of Jamrnu aud Kashmir;

Urges the United Nations and [ntemational Human Rights Organizations must

fulfill their long standing commitment to the amicable resolution of Jammu &
Kashmir dispute according to the will ofthe people of Jammu & Kashmir;

And finally the Intemational Community to expedite formation of the Cornmissron

of Inquiry to investigate the

gross human rights violations

in Indian

occupied

Kashmir, as recommended by the Office ol the High Commissioner of Human
Rights.
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